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CO N F E R E N C E P R O G R A M

Welcome
to Schedule
Conference
TAG 2016

The TAG 2016 Mobile App
The TAG 2016 Conference is available on a variety of mobile devices and the web. The App is compatible
with iPhones, iPads, iPod Touches and Android devices. Windows Phone and Blackberry users can access
the same information via the mobile website at https://guidebook.com/guide/61792

1D
 ownload Guidebook from the Apple App Store or Android Play or visit
http://guidebook.com/g/tag2016

2 E nter passphrase: tag2016

Mobile Website:
The following link will launch the Web App for TAG 2016:
https://guidebook.com/guide/61792

Social Media

@tagtechorg
#tagconf

TAG will use Twitter as a communication tool during the TAG Conference.
If you’re not following TAG on Twitter, please do so at @tagtechorg.
If you tweet about the TAG 2016 Conference, please use the hashtag #tagconf.
You can also tweet from the mobile app.

Conference Resources
TAG members may visit the following webpage to download presentations, this program guide
and other resources: tagtech.org/TAG2016Resources

Wi-Fi
Network: Loews_conf
No passphrase is required
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Agenda-at-a-Glance

ST. PETE BEACH

NOVEMBER 14–17

Version: 11-10-2016

Monday, November 14		

2016

Location

1:00 pm – 7:00 pm

Registration Open		

1st Floor Lobby

2:00 pm – 5:00 pm

Community Foundations Meeting (by invitation)		

North Terrace

6:30 pm – 8:30 pm

Community Foundations Dinner (by invitation)		

Sea Porch/Gatsby Level

6:30 pm – 9:30 pm

Mix and Mingle—Snacks Provided, until 7:30 pm; Cash Bar, until 9:30 pm		

Rowe Pavillion

Tuesday, November 15			
8:00 am – 5:00 pm

Registration Open		

5th Floor Lobby

8:00 am – 8:45 am

Speed Networking—Ideal for first-timers; open to everyone		

King Charles

9:00 am – 10:30 am

Opening Breakfast and Keynote Speaker: Jason Saul		

Grand Ballroom

10:30 am – 5:00 pm

Vendor Exhibits Open		

Del Prado

10:45 am – 11:45 am M Collective Intelligence: How to Better Gather & Share Lessons About Impact		
10:45 am – 11:45 am T UX Mind Games: The Psychology of Addictive Websites & Apps		

King Charles
North Terrace

10:45 am – 11:45 am

G OSI: Dynamic Visualization of your Grants Data		

12:00 pm – 2:00 pm

Lunch: Roundtables by Topic, followed by TAG Mentoring Program Announcement

2:15 pm – 3:15 pm

M Aligning Technology with Mission to Drive Capacity and Efficiency		

2:15 pm – 3:15 pm

T

Heinz Endowment: Experiences with Cybersecurity in Philanthropy		

2:15 pm – 3:15 pm

G Skoll: Revolutionizing Reporting		
M More Impact, Less Risk: Benefits of Digital Data Governance		

South Terrace

T Going Beyond Grants: Using Salesforce for Foundation Management		
T Data Impact: Using Data to Drive Better Outcomes		
Sunset on the Beach!		
Networking Reception and Dinner		

North Terrace

3:30 pm – 4:45 pm
3:30 pm – 4:45 pm
3:30 pm – 4:45 pm
5:38 pm
6:30 pm – 9:30 pm

South Terrace
Grand Ballroom
North Terrace
King Charles
King Charles
South Terrace
Beach
South Pool & Beach

Wednesday, November 16
8:00 am – 8:30 am

Breakfast		
Grand Ballroom

8:30 am – 9:15 am

Plenary: Simplifying Philanthropy		

Grand Ballroom

9:30 am – 11:00 am

Vendor Plenary Panel: Measuring Impact		

Grand Ballroom

11:00 am – 5:00 pm

Vendor Exhibits Open		

Del Prado

11:15 am – 12:15 pm M Online Communities: When, Why, How, What?		
11:15 am – 12:15 pm G Streamlining Philadelphia Grantmaking: A Replicable Case Study		
11:15 am – 12:15 pm

South Terrace
North Terrace

2:15 pm – 3:30 pm

G Better Data, Better Stories: Walmart’s Global Responsibility Reporting System 		 King Charles
Lunch Outside—Networking Time/Phone/Email		Pool
M Did That IT Strategic Plan Have an Impact?		 King Charles

2:15 pm – 3:30 pm

M The Human Firewall: Creating a Secure Staff Environment		

North Terrace

2:15 pm – 3:30 pm

T The New Toolkit for Accidental but Purposeful Techies		
M Technology for Advancing Collective Impact Initiatives 		

South Terrace

12:15 pm – 2:00 pm

3:45 pm – 5:00 pm
3:45 pm – 5:00 pm
3:45 pm – 5:00 pm
6:30 pm

T
T

South Terrace

Office 365 Pain Points, Opportunities & Lessons Learned for Recent Adopters		

King Charles

Real-world Lessons for Adopting & Operating Cloud-based Systems		

North Terrace

Networking Dine-around Dinners		

South Entrance

Thursday, November 17
7:30 am – 8:30 am

Breakfast Roundtables by Topic		

8:45 am – 10:15 am

M Gates: Talking SMAC—Increasing Impact Through the Digital Foundation		
T Choosing & Using Network Security Testing Tools		

8:45 am – 10:15 am
8:45 am – 10:15 am

Grand Ballroom
South Terrace
North Terrace

10:30 am – 11:00 pm

G Lessons Learned Implementing Grant Management Systems: Promises & Pitfalls		
Plenary: TAG Awards and Thanks		

Grand Ballroom

11:00 am – 12:00 pm

Closing Plenary: Digital Destiny: How Innovation Will Affect Philanthropy		

Grand Ballroom

12:00 pm

King Charles

Conference Ends. Thank you for attending TAG 2016!

1:00 pm – 5:00 pm		Post-conference: Grants Management Software Vendor User Group Meetings with MicroEdge & roundCorner
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Vendor/Consultant Exhibits

Exhibit Hall Open November 15: 10:30 AM–5:00 PM & November 16: 11:00 AM–5:00 PM — Del Prado
Accenture is a global management consulting, technology services and outsourcing company, with more than 323,000 people serving clients in more than 120 countries. Combining
unparalleled experience, comprehensive capabilities across all industries, and extensive
research on the world’s most successful organizations, Accenture collaborates with clients
to transform the way they are delivering public service for the future, thereby increasing
productivity and enhancing citizen satisfaction.
For more information visit http://www.accenture.com/publicservice.

Altum offers industry-leading grants management and performance management solutions.
Since 1997, Altum has provided innovative software products and services to philanthropic
and government organizations. Altum’s products include proposalCENTRAL®, an online
grantmaking website shared by many government, nonprofit, and private grantmaking organizations; Easygrants®, a highly configurable e-Grants solution that meets the unique needs
of grantmaking organizations; PhilanTrack® for Grantmakers, an online grantmaking website that streamlines the grants process for grantmakers and their grantees; PhilanTrack®
for Grantseekers, an online solution that helps grantseeking organizations better manage
the grants they’re pursuing; Infor PM, the industry-leading performance management solution; and Qlik, the industry-leading, self-service, business intelligence solution.
Bromelkamp Company is a leading provider of installed and online grants management
software solutions and have been helping charitable foundations accomplish their goals
since 1978. Our employees have a cumulative 71 years of previous experience working for
a foundation so we speak your language, support your goals, and are fully committed to your
success. We deliver on our promise to stay connected, committed and creative.
Confluence (www.confluencecorp.com) is a leading national technology partner to the foundation and nonprofit community, providing Salesforce and foundationConnect implementation services, strategic technology consulting, and website design and implementation.
Working out of our DC and LA bi-coastal offices, we specialize in:
• Salesforce/(including foundationConnect) implementations
• Comprehensive, holistic strategic technology assessments
• A range of expert technology consulting capabilities
• Open source web site design, development, maintenance and support
Since 2001, we have supported close to 1,000 foundations and other kinds of nonprofits.
Let us advise you on your information systems strategy and appropriate use of technology,
or partner with you to transform your foundation with Salesforce. We have special expertise
in the integration of Salesforce with open source website Content Management Systems
including Drupal, Joomla and WordPress, with an award-winning, in-house graphic design
capability. We know what kinds of technology initiatives make sense and can assist if you
need to choose a new commercial software package—whether for grants management,
project management, CRM or other. Give us a call at 1-800-819-7232.
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Vendor/Consultant Exhibits

Exhibit Hall Open November 15: 10:30 AM–5:00 PM & November 16: 11:00 AM–5:00 PM — Del Prado
Exponent Partners builds technology for social change that helps your foundation choose
the most effective grantees to fund, manage your grantee results, and run more efficient
operations. Our solutions on the Salesforce platform span all of your organization’s processes, including grants management, outcomes management, communications, finance,
and more. In partnership with roundCorner, we also implement foundationConnect.

In our 10-year history, we’ve worked with over 500 clients, such as the Skoll Foundation, Hearing Health Foundation, The Nellie Mae Education Foundation, Give2Asia and
more. Our services encompass the full technology lifecycle from strategy to implementation to ongoing support and training. In addition to developing systems for foundations, we also collaborate with funders to provide grantees with effective technology for
tracking and measuring program results.

FluidReview by SurveyMonkey is a leading grants and scholarship management software
solution, helping organizations efficiently manage the complete lifecycle of their giving
programs. From qualification and application intake to approval and post-award reporting,
FluidReview supports your grants and scholarship management efforts to help you maximize your impact..

Fluxx has a mind for technology and a heart for philanthropy. Our vision and innovation
are propelled by a deep commitment to transform the grant process and spark lasting
good. Fluxx’s cloud-based products are differentiated by a unique, intuitive user interface
that makes collaboration, clarity and organization of data effortless. Large and small foundations, nonprofits, government agencies and corporations are dramatically shortening
their grant cycles and making more strategic decisions with Fluxx. Until there is no further
need for philanthropy, we will continue to expand our mission-critical solutions to drive real
change. For more information, visit www.fluxx.io.
Foundant Technologies provides the powerful online Grant Lifecycle Manager (GLM) system, and leads the industry in exceptional customer service. GLM, an intuitive platform—
suitable for even the most basic computer user, and Client Success Managers—dedicated
to honest, lasting relationships—guarantee client success with the software. Foundant, its
community, and its partners continually work together to improve the GLM software and
the user experience—for grantmakers and grantseekers alike. Foundant’s proven record of
success with more than 750 clients speaks for itself. To find out why Foundant GLM is the
most recommended grants management solution today and how we can help you, give us
a call at (877) 297-0043.
continued on next page
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Vendor/Consultant Exhibits

Exhibit Hall Open November 15: 10:30 AM–5:00 PM & November 16: 11:00 AM–5:00 PM — Del Prado
foundationConnect is more than just a grants management system. Built on Salesforce.
com, we enable you with a comprehensive cloud-based platform that helps you streamline
philanthropic giving, boost CRM efforts and work more efficiently. It provides all the tools
needed to manage philanthropic giving, scholarship and fellowship programs, and similar
application-based processes in a single user interface. Over 25,000 501(c)3 organizations
use Salesforce to operate and manage their organization, giving them access to the largest
ecosystem of application vendors, solution consultants and grants management experts.

GivingData helps foundations manage and transform grantmaking with its feature-rich,
customizable grants management platform and expert consulting practice. Our team is
comprised of former foundation leaders and seasoned software developers. We are more
than just a grants management system—we are a trusted partner dedicated to building the
best solution for your foundation’s needs.
GrantBook helps grantmakers thrive in the digital era. We specialize on big picture digital
strategy, IT audits, GMS solution comparisons, IT project management, integration solutions, and staff training.

Grants Managers Network maximizes philanthropic impact by educating grants management professionals and grantmakers on effective practices through the use of streamlining
principles, improving information through data, and a focus on leveraging technology to
make funding easier and more effective. By increasing the knowledge of grants managers and the efficiency and effectiveness of funders, GMN helps grantmakers deliver more
resources directly to mission-driven activities, leading to better outcomes for grantmakers
and grantseekers alike. Learn more at www.gmnetwork.org and follow us on Twitter @
grantsmanagers.

Established in 1985, MicroEdge is the leading provider of software and services to the
giving community worldwide. MicroEdge solutions deliver a powerful, integrated and open
framework for efficient and effective charitable giving. The company is committed to providing the best technology toolset for foundations, corporations, government agencies,
donors, advisors and financial institutions. Together, these tools help organizations to work
with one another to raise, invest, manage and award charitable currency. MicroEdge is a
wholly owned subsidiary of Blackbaud, Inc., headquartered in New York City with regional
offices throughout the U.S. and supports thousands of clients worldwide. To learn more
about MicroEdge, visit www.microedge.com.
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Vendor/Consultant Exhibits

Exhibit Hall Open November 15: 10:30 AM–5:00 PM & November 16: 11:00 AM–5:00 PM — Del Prado
SmartSimple’s GMS360° is a robust, end-to-end grants management system that gives
you the ability to oversee the entire granting process from the initial call for proposals to
tracking acceptance letters and awards. A cloud-based platform, GMS360° offers seamless collaboration between your organization and all associated stakeholders. From data
collection and analysis, to fully trackable and reportable options for all your information, the
GMS360° system can streamline your grants management process, reduce administrative
effort and eliminate paper.
SmartSimple interacts with nearly 60,000 unique users a month and over 200 organizations. We are an Amazon Web Services (AWS) Advanced Technology Partner with a government competency, providing secure cloud hosting for all of our clients’ data.
Visit www.smartsimple.com to request a demo.

SoPact (sopact.com) provides an agile social accounting platform for foundations. Foundations aggregate their grantee/project agency impact data and streamline the data collection process. This greatly reduces the administrative burden and thus allows focusing on
insights generated from data a lot easier. Our tool follows an intuitive setup process and is
easy to navigate. Thus, program staff can define metrics with maximum flexibility and allocate them to each program’s needs, aggregate quality data and turn data into demonstrated impact and evaluation. This moves impact assessment from a burdensome obligation to
an integrated process that enables your foundation to make better data-driven decisions.

Stellar Technology Solutions is a leading provider of integrated enterprise level philanthropic management solutions for charitable organizations. Stellar’s suite of software and
services, iPhi™, provides a fully integrated suite of applications to address the core needs
of modern philanthropies. Stellar’s iPhi software solutions power some of the largest and
most well-respected Community Foundations, Religious Philanthropies and Commercially
Sponsored Donor Advised Fund, Planned Giving and Endowment Programs in the nation.
Stellar has enabled philanthropies the ability to increase revenue and expand donor and
program services. At Stellar Technology Solutions, we are committed to serving as a single
source provider for your charitable organization’s technology, financial, operations and services needs. Stellar offers a fully integrated, real-time, web-based solution that provides
comprehensive functionality for all philanthropic constituencies. This integrated operations
platform is licensed to nonprofit organizations within the philanthropic and financial services markets. Current clients have approximately $24 billion in assets under administration.
Our software solutions are deployed by more than 120 of the largest philanthropic, donor
advised fund, charitable endowment and participant accounting programs in North America.
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An initiative of the Technology Affinity Group

Initiative Partners
Visit each partner on the 5th floor lobby, Tuesday & Wednesday

Simplify is an initiative of the
				
Technology Affinity Group

The Digital Civil Society Lab at Stanford created digitalIMPACT.io to support civil society organizations in using
digital data ethically, safely, and effectively. The resources
is offers are designed to help organizations learn from and
share with others, and to inform decision-making, organizational practice, and policy creation.

The Foundation Center gathers, analyzes, and shares grantmaker data to promote better efficiency, understanding,
transparency in philanthropy. The Center’s tools and services offer data visualization, support research, promote
the sharing of knowledge and ideas, foster performance
benchmarking, and help with finding funders.

GuideStar collects and data about nonprofits, including
information about each organization’s mission, legitimacy,
impact, reputation, finances, programs, transparency,
governance, and more. Tools from GuideStar support
grantmakers, donors, and nonprofits to help simplify fundraising, expand collaboration, increase trust, and improve
efficiency and effectiveness.

TechSoup provides capacity-building programs to nonprofits worldwide via technology products, knowledge, and
services. In partnership with more than 60 of the world’s
leading civil society organizations, TechSoup has reached
more than 760,000 organizations and delivered more than
US$6 billion in technology tools and philanthropic services.

For more information, visit simplifynow.org

Welcome TAG’s New Partner

TAG is excited to announce a new program with Amazon Web Services
to provide member foundation’s and their grantees access to:
AWS Credit Grants to Subsidize
Spend & Support Mission Programs
Training & Education Services
Technical Support & Guidance
Talk with AWS on the 5th floor lobby, Tuesday & Wednesday
Available 2017, visit tagtech.org

Pre-Conference Activities

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14

Monday, November 14
1:00 pm–7:00 pm

Registration Open

1ST FLOOR LOBBY		

2:00 pm–5:00 pm

Community Foundations Meeting (by invitation)

NORTH TERRACE

6:30 pm–8:30 pm

Community Foundations Dinner (by invitation)

SEA PORCH/GATSBY LEVEL

6:30 pm–9:30 pm
ROWE PAVILION

Mix and Mingle—Snacks Provided until 7:30 pm;
Cash Bar until 9:30 pm.
Join us when you arrive to meet your colleagues for drinks and snacks.
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Conference Schedule

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15

Tuesday, November 15
8:00 am–5:00 pm

Registration Open

5TH FLOOR LOBBY

8:00 am–8:45 am
KING CHARLES

9:00 am–10:30 am
GRAND BALLROOM

Speed Networking—Ideal for First-timers; Open to Everyone
This session will be a speed networking session for TAG members to meet each other
and find common areas of interest.

Opening Breakfast & Keynote: How Pandora Will Transform
Philanthropy with Jason Saul

		
SESSION LIAISON: LISA POOL, Technology Affinity Group

10:30 am–5:00 pm

Vendor Exhibits Open

DEL PRADO

10:45 am–11:45 am
KING CHARLES
		

M

Collective Intelligence: How to Better Gather & Share
Lessons About Impact
Social impact and the ability to learn about that impact is limited when social problems are
tackled alone. Yet, less than half of foundations share what they’ve learned about what
works, and an even smaller percentage about what hasn’t worked. How can foundations
do a better job collecting and sharing the lessons learned from their grantees and the
evaluators? This session will look at the relationship between impact measurement,
knowledge sharing about impact, and impact itself, and will explore potential technologies
and protocols for systematically gathering and collectively sharing what we are learning
about impact.

		
PRESENTERS:	
LISA BROOKS, Director of Knowledge Management Systems,
Foundation Center
				
		

JUSTINE GREENLAND DUKE, Senior Manager, Knowledge Management,

				
		

GABRIELA FITZ, Director of Knowledge Management Initiatives,

Mastercard Foundation
Foundation Center

		
SESSION LIAISON: ERICKA NOVOTNY, Arcus Foundation

10:45 am–11:45 am		UX Mind Games: The Psychology of Addictive Websites & Apps
NORTH TERRACE

T

This session will examine the characteristics of the most addictive websites and apps,
like Facebook, Buzzfeed, Pinterest, Instagram, and Snapchat, and will dive into the
underlying psychological and game theory principles these websites and products exploit
to ensure that users come back again and again. The presenter will look at several
examples and case studies and discuss how you can apply these tactics to your own
digital program and marketing efforts.
PRESENTER: JARED SCHWARTZ, VP, Strategy & Innovation, Beaconfire RED

		
SESSION LIAISON: CAROLYN WENDROWSKI, The Rockefeller Foundation
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Conference Schedule
10:45 am–11:45 am
SOUTH TERRACE

G

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15

OSI: Dynamic Visualization of Your Grants Data
This session will demonstrate the use cases that the Open Society Foundations has
solved using Salesforce Wave Analytics. Presenters will discuss how to get started
and the advantages of having a business intelligence tool that can write back to the
originating data set. They will also provide an overview of the plan to connect all of the
foundation’s internal and external applications data in the future.

		
PRESENTERS: ELI BACH, B
 usiness Analyst, Open Society Foundations
				
ROSEMARIE HOWARD, Global Head of Applications and Knowledge
Management, Open Society Foundations
				
		

12:00 pm–2:00 pm
GRAND BALLROOM

BRIAN KOMAR, Vice President, Marketing & Outreach, Salesforce.org

SESSION LIAISON: CRISTINA YOON, Skoll Foundation

Lunch: Roundtables by Topic, followed by TAG Mentoring
Program Announcement
Come meet colleagues at tables with specific topics of interest. Or join a table of
colleagues at an open table.

		

Following the roundtable discussions, we’ll introduce TAG’s new Mentoring Program.
TAG envisions having a highly regarded Mentoring Program that provides members with
opportunities for growth in soft skills and professional development. If you’re a leader,
this is your opportunity to influence the next generation of TAG members! If you want
to become a leader, this is a unique opportunity to further develop your full leadership
potential. Come learn how the program works and how to participate.

		
PRESENTER: JIM RUTT, Chief Information Officer, The Dana Foundation
		

2:15 pm–3:15 pm
NORTH TERRACE

SESSION LIAISON: LISA POOL, Technology Affinity Group

Aligning Technology with Mission to Drive Capacity and
Efficiency

		

Nonprofits need not be satisfied with hand-me-down equipment, inefficient processes,
and third-rate IT support. When IT is misaligned with mission, nonprofits can’t work
efficiently or provide essential data that foundations need to evaluate the effectiveness
of their grants.

		

Presenters will discuss how to assess nonprofit needs, remediation measures,
implementation, and training, and will demonstrate cost-effective methods to help
grantees enhance their IT capacity. They will share real-world examples of IT best practices
and tools that nonprofits are using to develop their capacity to increase programmatic
impact and reporting on impact for their grantmakers. You will also learn about the role
of technology suppliers (i.e. TechSoup) and consultants (i.e. CCAT). Finally, there will
be an audience participation discussion on the state of nonprofit capacity building in
philanthropy.

M

		
PRESENTERS:	
GREG BUGBEE, Senior Advisor, Connecticut Center for Advanced Technology
(CCAT)
				

JIM LYNCH, GreenTech Director and Staff Writer, TechSoup

				
		

MARK WALKER, Knowledge Management & Technology Officer,
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SESSION LIAISON: ANDREW HALPRYN, Hartford Foundation for Public Giving
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Conference Schedule
2:15 pm–3:15 pm
KING CHARLES
		

T

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15

Heinz Endowment: Experiences with Cybersecurity in
Philanthropy
The Heinz Endowment has some unique security challenges, and this session will discuss
how the foundation’s cybersecurity has evolved through recent years. Topics covered will
include attacks of various natures that have been perpetrated against the organization
and its principles (both successfully and unsuccessfully), as well as various technologies
used to protect the environment. An examination of what worked and what didn’t, as well
as additional technologies being reviewed will be discussed.

		
MODERATOR: DAVID KRUMLAUF, Chief Technologist, Pierce Family Charitable Foundation
		PRESENTER:

		
		

2:15 pm–3:15 pm
SOUTH TERRACE

G

CHARLES RICHARDSON, Director of Information Technology,

The Heinz Endowments

SESSION LIAISON: DAVID KRUMLAUF, Pierce Family Charitable Foundation

Skoll: Revolutionizing Reporting
Many funders struggle in their ability to capture and aggregate the impact of their
programmatic investments in a consistent way across their portfolios. As a solution to
this problem, the Skoll Foundation developed a user-friendly reporting app on Salesforce
Communities that enables the Foundation and grantees to maintain and share a real-time
understanding of each organization’s impact. This session will include a walkthrough of
the Skoll Foundation’s new online platform and its features, an overview of the key
decision points involved in developing and executing this exciting and powerful new tool
and takeaways that other foundations can apply to their efforts.

		
PRESENTERS: KATIE MERRICK, Senior Business Systems Analyst, Skoll Foundation
				
		

CRISTINA YOON, Director of Grants Management, Skoll Foundation

SESSION LIAISON: CRISTINA YOON, Director of Grants Management, Skoll Foundation

3:30 pm–4:45 pm

More Impact, Less Risk: Benefits of Digital Data Governance

KING CHARLES

Big data does not guarantee greater insight, and with increased data collection comes
increased responsibility. How can foundations safely manage their digital assets to
increase impact while minimizing risk to themselves and those they serve? This session
will explore the answer to that question and provide tools and actionable tips to employ
right away with your organization.

M

		

Come learn what’s new with DigitalImpact.io, the free, web-based resource for effective
management of digital data and data governance and hear about real-world examples
and lessons learned from one non-profit’s effort to increase its effectiveness and impact
through the adoption of new data governance practices and improved data standards.

		
NOTE: This session is being recorded for use on the digitalimpact.io website as an ongoing
learning resource. This is YOUR opportunity to participate in this exciting TAG-sponsored
project and contribute to better data governance in the philanthropic community.
		

Session attendees who participate in the video will be asked to sign a consent form.
(The room will be divided so you do not have to participate in the video).

		
PRESENTERS: RUSSELL BARRATT, Vice President of Technology, Council on Foundations
				
		

LUCY BERNHOLZ, Senior Research Scholar, Director, Digital Civil Society

Lab, Stanford Center on Philanthropy and Civil Society

		
SESSION LIAISON: NICKI LODICO, Ford Foundation
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Conference Schedule
3:30 pm–4:45 pm
NORTH TERRACE
		
T

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15

Going Beyond Grants: Using Salesforce for Foundation
Management
Foundation management is more than just grants management. It consists of a wide
range of processes like relationship management, document management, budgeting
and payments, and more. Join the panelists as they talk about how they use Salesforce
for foundation management to simplify and streamline business processes, leverage
CRM, and change the way they work in and out of the office. This session is for those
who are exploring a transition from single-point solutions to the Salesforce platform.

		
MODERATOR: JULIA CANNON, Sr. Product Manager foundationConnect, roundCorner
		PANELISTS:

		

JOHN BEDNAR, Application Solution Architect,

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

				

JIM RUTT, Chief Information Officer, The Dana Foundation

				
		

URSULA STEWART, Senior Grants Associate and System Administrator,

New York State Health Foundation

		
SESSION LIAISON: JENNIFER BURRAN, The Lemelson Foundation

3:30 pm–4:45 pm
SOUTH TERRACE

T

Data Impact: Using Data to Drive Better Outcomes
There are three types of data available to foundations to improve the outcomes from their
investments: Foundation, Grantee and Publicly-Available. Each of these data sources can
be used throughout the grant making lifecycle. Ideally, this data is used to inform grant
making decisions and improve performance delivery by grantees. In this session, you
will hear case studies of two foundations who are leveraging these data types across the
grant making lifecycle to improve outcomes and the challenges associated with using
these types of data.

		
MODERATOR: LISA CAWLEY, Senior Manager, Accenture
		
PANELISTS:
JIM KENDALL, Director of Technology, Michael & Susan Dell Foundation
				
		

GABRIEL RHOADS, Director of Evaluation and Learning,

Edna McConnell Clark Foundation

		
SESSION LIAISON: EDIMA ELINEWINGA, United Nations Foundation

5:38 pm
6:30 pm–9:30 pm
SOUTH POOL AND BEACH
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Sunset on the Beach!
Networking Reception and Dinner
Join us for a casual pool and beach party! We’ll have a poolside seafood boil buffet, glow
in the dark games on the beach, and fire pits to make your own s’mores. The attire will
be beach casual – shorts and polo shirts or nice jeans and sweatshirts are acceptable,
depending on the weather.
Thank you to the Knight Foundation and Jessie Ball DuPont Fund for their generous
sponsorship of the Networking Reception and Dinner.
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16

Wednesday, November 16
8:00 am–8:30 am
GRAND BALLROOM

8:30 am–9:15 am
GRAND BALLROOM

Breakfast
Meet new colleagues and continue the conversation during and after the conference.

Plenary: Simplifying Philanthropy
Come learn about the expansion of TAG’s Simplify Initiative! Simplify’s first data-sharing
tool focused on streamlining grants applications by providing easy access to grantees’
core information. Now Simplify is broadening its scope by expanding its focus across
many tools and providing a dedicated staff person to provide education and technical
support. You’ll hear about the vision for the future of the project, what systems will be
included, what information will be available, and what support will be offered to funders.

		
PRESENTERS:	
PONEY CARPENTER, Project Manager, Simplify Initiative,
Technology Affinity Group
				
GAVIN CLABAUGH, Vice President/Information Services,
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
				

9:30 am–11:00 am
GRAND BALLROOM

BRAD SMITH, President, Foundation Center

Vendor Plenary Panel: Measuring Impact
All Foundations use a granting platform to administer their grants to one degree or another:
some completely paperless, some a mix of system and paper, and some interface to
their CRM systems, financial systems, and others. This session will engage three granting
system vendors in a moderated panel discussion on the evolving relationship of this type
of technology and the ability to measure impact. Representatives from key vendors in our
sector will share their expertise and ideas on how technological innovation in granting
platforms and the subsequent disruptions of new technologies have affected our ability
as a sector to measure impact. The discussion will explore possible solutions, issues/
risks, and stories of recent successes and challenges. As an audience please bring your
tough questions!

		MODERATOR: MARIANA CATZ, Chief Operating Officer, Ontario Trillium Foundation
		PANELISTS:

HENRY BROMELKAMP, President, Bromelkamp Company

				

DAVID GOODMAN, Director of Impact, Fluxx Labs

				

MICHELLE DISABATO, Impact Market Executive, MicroEdge + Blackbaud

		

11:00 am–5:00 pm

SESSION LIAISON: NICKI LODICO, Ford Foundation

Vendor Exhibits Open

DEL PRADO

11:15 am–12:15 pm
SOUTH TERRACE

M

Online Communities: When, Why, How, What?
This session will review online community / collaboration tools used by foundations and
other nonprofits and will look at what kind of community change tools can help promote,
how they work, what they do, and what type of support is needed from the foundation.
Case studies of successful online community tools will be included.

		
PRESENTER: LISA RAU, Chief Executive Officer and Co-founder, Confluence
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Streamlining Philadelphia Grantmaking:
A Replicable Case Study

		

TAG’s Simplify Initiative promotes streamlining grantmaking processes, and the first
project was a partnership with GuideStar to streamline the grant application process.

		

In June 2016, local foundations and nonprofits in the Philadelphia region partnered with
Foundant, a grants management software company, and GuideStar to create a specific
workflow that will save regional nonprofits and foundations thousands of hours over the
next year. Presenters will share what was created during the two-day retreat in June, how
the process is working now, and how you can do the same thing in your local area.

G

		
PRESENTERS: GABE COHEN, Director of Communications, GuideStar, Inc.
				

DAREN NORDHAGEN, President & CEO, Foundant Technologies

				

JENNIFER PEDRONI, Vice President of Administration, Health Spark Foundation

		
SESSION LIAISON: DAVID KRUMLAUF, Pierce Family Charitable Foundation

11:15 am–12:15 pm
KING CHARLES

Better Data, Better Stories: Walmart’s Global Responsibility
Reporting System

		

“Local giving” and “using our strengths to help communities” are key drivers of customer
trust, employee engagement, and reputation. Until recently, it’s been a major challenge
to aggregate the data needed to tell Walmart’s story. With 10,000 communities, 5200
US stores, 200,000 grant applications, and 1.5 million employees eligible to participate
in the company’s volunteerism and associate giving program, Walmart has massive
amounts of data that produces huge challenges for reporting, analytics, and insights.

		

Learn how the reporting system aggregates all of this data with a graphical user interface,
making it simple to tell key stories to elected officials, the press, and civic leaders.

G

		
PRESENTER: SAM CAPLAN, Director of Technology & Data, Walmart Foundation
		
SESSION LIAISON: EDIMA ELINEWINGA, United Nations Foundation

12:15 pm–2:00 pm

Lunch—Networking Time/Phone/E-mail

SOUTH POOL

2:15 pm–3:30 pm
KING CHARLES

M

Did That IT Strategic Plan Have an Impact?
What do information technology assessments and long-range IT strategic plans actually
achieve? Are their recommendations followed and their goals met? Do they have other
benefits and pitfalls? In this retrospective analysis, three foundation IT executives will
present their evaluations of how well the roadmap developed in their IT strategic technology
assessment actually performed over the period of its operation. Attendees will leave with
a realistic idea of what they can gain, or not, from an IT strategic planning process.

		MODERATOR: TIMOTHY HAIGHT, VP, Technology Services, CGNET Services International

		
PANELISTS: STEPHEN DOWNS, Chief Technology and Strategy Officer,
		
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
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ARTHUR FRANK, Director of Technology Services,

Oregon Community Foundation
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The Human Firewall: Creating a Secure Staff Environment
Organizations quite often are good about securing their systems but not always their
staff; we call this the Human Firewall. Your staff can be one of the biggest threats
when it comes to keeping your environment secure. It’s not necessarily a malicious
attack, but mostly the uninformed employee. During this session we will learn from other
Foundations that have implemented Staff Security Awareness programs and security
tools & resources they use.

		PANELISTS:

CRAIG KELLER, Director of Technology, The Greater Cincinnati Foundation

				

ANN PUCKETT, IT Manager, Grand Rapids Community Foundation

				

CARLOS VELEZ, IT Manager, Wellspring Advisors

		
SESSION LIAISON: CARLOS VELEZ, Wellspring Advisors

2:15 pm–3:30 pm		The New Toolkit for Accidental but Purposeful Techies
SOUTH TERRACE

T

A session for non- or somewhat technical people who are being asked to be super
technical. Presenters will tell you about a whole range of tools for practical, everyday
use that go far beyond the grants management system. They will also discuss the everexpanding world of integrations. Expect a highly interactive, audience-driven session from
which you will walk away with a whole slew of new tools for your techie toolbelt.

		
PRESENTERS: SUKI O’KANE, Director of Administration, Walter & Elise Haas Fund
				

ANNA LINDGREN, Assistant to the President, The Campbell Foundation

		
SESSION LIAISON: CAROL ASTLE, The Helmsley Foundation

3:45 pm–5:00 pm
SOUTH TERRACE

M

Technology for Advancing Collective Impact Initiatives
The Collective Impact movement leads change through collaborations of funders,
government, nonprofits, and the private sector seeking to deliver results against society’s
greatest challenges. Measuring outcomes across these initiatives requires robust
infrastructure to manage complex data and for measuring performance with advanced
analytical tools. We’ll discuss technology strategy for collective impact, and illustrate this
strategy through one initiative, South Bronx Rising Together (SBRT).

		
PRESENTERS: STEVE ANDERSEN, Foundation Practice Director, Exponent Partners
				
		

ABE FERNANDEZ, Co-director, South Bronx Rising Together & Director of

				

JEREMY FORMAN, Director, Technology Strategy and Enterprise Architecture,

		

Collective Impact, The Children’s Aid Society
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

		
SESSION LIAISON: CHAD BERG, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
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Office 365 Pain Points, Opportunities & Lessons Learned for
Recent Adopters
In this session, three TAG colleagues will share their experiences with how their
organizations use Office 365, where they have seen a Return on Investment, and where
they see a need for improvement. The session will end with a “Beyond-the-Basics”
discussion in areas that may be of importance to organizations already using Office 365,
led by an Office 365 Specialist with extensive experience supporting the nonprofit sector.
PRESENTERS: SAM CHENKIN, Director of Operations - IT Services, TechImpact

				
		

EDIMA ELINEWINGA, Executive Director of Information Technology,

				

CARLOS VELEZ, IT Manager, Wellspring Advisors

				
		

LEON WILSON, Chief Technology & Information Officer,

		

3:45 pm–5:00 pm
NORTH TERRACE
		

T

United Nations Foundation

The Cleveland Foundation

SESSION LIASON: LEON WILSON, The Cleveland Foundation

Real-world Lessons for Adopting & Operating Cloud-based
Systems
As more and more organizations adopt cloud computing-based solutions, it is essential to
understand and adopt best practices while acquiring, operating, and sun-setting services.
This session will dive into the details and cover: ensuring data rights; reviewing and
establishing Service Level Agreements (SLA’s); clearly defining roles & responsibilities
and understanding the Shared Responsibility Model; and minimizing cybersecurity risk.
Real-world examples of practices to avoid and their impact will be shared.

		
PRESENTER: GAURAV PAL, CEO & Founder, stackArmor
SESSION LIASON: LISA POOL, Technology Affinity Group

6:30 pm
SOUTH ENTRANCE
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Networking Dine-around Dinners
Dinner on your own. Participants can sign up at the conference registration desk to join
colleagues at one of the following restaurants, or you can make your own plans. More
information is available in the conference mobile app. Transportation is provided at the
hotel’s garden level, south entrance.
RESTAURANT

TYPE

TIME

HOST(S)

CARINO’S ITALIAN RISTORANTE

ITALIAN

7:15 pm

Ed Rosen

CHILL RESTAURANT & BAR

AMERICAN BISTRO

7:15 pm

Mark Brinkley

FETISHES DINING & WINE BAR

FINE DINING

7:00 pm

Greg Thornton

MAD FISH

AMERICAN GOURMET DINER

7:00 pm

Brian R. Harter
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Thursday, November 17
7:30 am–8:30 am

Breakfast Roundtables by Topic

GRAND BALLROOM

8:45 am–10:15 am
SOUTH TERRACE
		
M

Gates: Talking SMAC—Increasing Impact Through the
Digital Foundation
The falling cost of social, mobile, analytics, and cloud is disrupting business across
the planet; it is now philanthropy’s time. The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation’s
strategy is to develop the right culture, platforms, and ecosystems to empower and
sustain the changes they want in the world. Called the Digital Foundation, staff will share
how its application to the grant making ecosystem has the potential to scale, increase
partnerships, and impact the community.

		
PRESENTERS: CHAD BERG, Senior Manager, Investment & Grant Applications,
		
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
				

		
				

		

BENNER GREER, Deputy Director, Information Security,

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
JEREMY FORMAN, Director, Technology Strategy and Enterprise Architecture,

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

		
SESSION LIAISON: CHAD BERG, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

8:45 am–10:15 am
NORTH TERRACE

T

		

Choosing & Using Network Security Testing Tools
Recent successful break-ins at major corporations, government offices, and foundations
make it clear that malevolent hackers are succeeding as never before. The security
industry has responded to this threat with an array of new technology. But what works,
and at what cost? In particular, how can an organization assure that it has not already
been hacked, how can it improve its defenses, and how can it respond to incidents if
necessary? This session will examine an array of new tools to test and defend your
foundation’s security.
Attendees will learn about promising network security testing tools, how to use them,
and what they cost. They will also learn how to move from security testing to incident
response, if necessary. Every foundation faces increased security challenges in today’s
cyber environment. Knowledge of the right tools is essential.

		MODERATOR: MATTHEW SHARP, Director, Information Technology, The Duke Endowment

		
PANELISTS:	
LAURA GOFF, Vice President for Information Technology, The Marin
Community Foundation
		
		
TIMOTHY HAIGHT, Vice President for Technology Services,
		
CGNET Services International
			

JOHN MOHR, Chief information Officer, MacArthur Foundation

		
SESSION LIAISON: LEON WILSON, The Cleveland Foundation
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Lessons Learned Implementing Grant Management Systems:
Promises & Pitfalls
Setting new system priorities, evaluating, selecting, and implementing integrated
foundation systems is growing quickly. Systems integration is now enabling grantmakers
to streamline operations, conduct due diligence, evaluate performance, understand
trends, and present information graphically to facilitate decision-making. We will identify
many of the key features and gaps, and some of the functional and technical limitations
of the major new systems. That’s because none of the systems available today can really
do everything. We’ll then describe the key lessons that funders and IT staff have learned
along the way.

		
PRESENTER: MARTIN SCHNEIDERMAN, President, Information Age Associates
		
SESSION LIAISON: ERIK WILLIAMS, The Wallace Foundation

10:30 am–11:00 am
GRAND BALLROOM

11:00 am–12:00 pm
GRAND BALLROOM
		

Plenary: TAG Awards and Thanks
PRESENTER:

LISA POOL, Executive Director, Technology Affinity Group

Closing Plenary: Digital Destiny: How Innovation Will
Affect Philanthropy
In 1980, McKinsey predicted that there would be 300,000 mobile phones in use by
2000. Today, there are 330 million in the U.S. alone. DuBravac outlines the “5 pillars
of our digital destiny,” which includes among other things the continued proliferation
of digital devices, increased connectivity, and the “sensorization” of consumer goods,
and illustrates what the business world of the future will look like. Drawing on research
conducted by CTA, DuBravac predicts which experimental technologies will stick and
disrupt business models, paints the picture of a continued shift from an analog to a
digital world, and talks specifically about how technology will change the way we work,
the way we have impact and the way we change communities.

		
PRESENTER:	
SHAWN DUBRAVAC, Futurist, Best-Selling Author, and Chief Economist &
Senior Director of Research, Consumer Technology Association
		
SESSION LIAISON: LISA POOL, Technology Affinity Group

12:00 pm
1:00 pm - 5:00 pm

Conference Closed. Thank you for attending TAG 2016!
Post-conference: Grants Management Software Vendor User
Group Meetings with MicroEdge and roundCorner.

ST. PETE BEACH

NOVEMBER 14–17

2016
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